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An Explanation of these
Excerpts
Sometimes it’s tough to explain what a class is, how it works, why it isn’t like every other
class out there.
Sometimes (well, most times) it’s a lot easier to SHOW…
So in this PART 2 demo of my How to Write a Novel class, I’ve taken the first 7 to 9
pages of each of the second seven lessons, exactly as they are in the live class.
This includes typos — and I need to mention that because I’m currently writing this
class one lesson ahead of the first group of students, at a pace of one lesson per week,
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All the students in my classes get all in-version updates of their classes at no extra
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become the finished version, at the finished-course price.
Because PDFs hang around forever, you may receive this PDF after that process is
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But perhaps not. In either case, I apologize for the typos, the little grammar misses, and
the other errors that come with publishing raw first draft.
I hope you find the content helpful in showing you part of what you’ll need to know to
write novels well.
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How to Write a Novel: Lesson 8

Intro
Process. Routine.
Process should be simple, it should work the same way for everyone, or if it
doesn’t, at least it should work the same way for you everyday.
Or (this being a Monday and Mondays ALWAYS being one form of chaos or
another for me) it should work the same way on the same day of the week
every week.
But it doesn’t.
LIFE intrudes. Always.
The process of completing one novel, and then MANY novels, is to identify
how life intrudes for you, and then to give what you have to accomplish
priorities, based on what genuinely matters to you.
And then, as best you can, to stick to your process.
This requires a certain amount of raw, brutal honesty. The only person you
have to be honest with here is yourself.
But sometimes you’re the easiest person to lie to, because you know what
you’ll fall for. This week, you’re going to work on fixing that.
This week, you start defining and building your process — the one you’ll
use and adapt with this novel, and then with all the rest.
Onward.
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The Process of Getting Done
Begins with Getting Started
This is where the first big writing breakdown
comes
And I got to deal with a version of it myself this morning, so I’m going to use
my morning for your benefit.

I know better than to check my email first.
My hard-and-fast Writing Rule #1 for Getting Shit (or Stuff) Done — my
Writing GSD1 — is Words Completed Before Email Checked.

GSD1: Words Completed Before Email Checked.
That’s a truly simple rule. It is easily comprehensible, it states its
parameters clearly, it does not leave for waffle room, for excuses, for
extemporizing, for being clever around the corners.
It’s simply, This FIRST, then that.
So today I opened my email first.
As I write this, I don’t even remember why — but I gave myself some
excuse at 9 AM when I sat down at my desk. It’s now 11:53 AM, and I am
just now writing these words.
What have I been doing for the past three hours?
Nothing important. Mostly I don’t even remember.
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I spent three hours doing mostly things so nonessential that I don’t even
recall them.
Most days, I am very, very good about not breaking Writing GSD1.
I have to be. I don’t have three hours every day to throw away on
wandering through my inbox. But today I fell down.
No. Stop. Back that up, and let me bring the mean face of honesty right to
the forefront.
I didn’t fall down.
I walked right in, eyes open and knowing better.
I don’t get to treat this like it was an accident. I made a choice, and I
knew damn well when I was making it that it was a BAD choice.
I’m going to end up sitting on the couch tonight writing part the lesson in
order to hit my deadline while the guys hang out and have fun — because I
chose to waste designated work time farking around weeding
advertisements and con artists out of my inbox — and the one essential
thing that I did would have waited until after I finished my words.

Here’s reality.
Odds are high that when you build your own GSD Rules, you are not going
to be perfect in holding to them. I won’t posit this as an absolute. There are
folks on this planet who are more self-disciplined than I am, and more
consistent. You might be one of them, and you might, once you’ve built
your rules, stick to them flawlessly.
However, because not letting one failure be the excuse for a lot of failures
is the key to getting this done, for now you and I are going to assume that
you will from time to time let yourself down and break one of your GSD
rules.
HollysWritingClasses.com © 2018 by Holly Lisle. All Rights Reserved.
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Here’s what you keep in mind.
The difference between Success and Failure is how close to perfect you
can come, and how willing you are to hold yourself accountable when you
choose badly.
To finish a novel — which is a long game that requires the development of
consistent patterns of behavior on the part of the writer, you need to be
working for high accountability and high success.
Way over 90% of the time, I’m right on top of my GSD Rules. And because
of this, I have written a lot of novels, a lot of classes, a lot of articles on my
website, a lot of blog posts, a lot of emails.
A lot of words.

So let’s look at you building your own GSD
rules.
The process of getting done begins with getting started. So the first
thing you have to address every single writing day is that.
You define your writing days. Some folks can only write on weekends,
some can only write on weekdays, some can only write in ten-minute
blocks while the triplets are all asleep at the same time, or the boss isn’t
looking over their shoulder to see what they’re hand-writing in that
notebook.
We all have our bears to cross. You probably aren’t getting 600 emails a
day. Meanwhile, I don’t have a boss, or triplets, though I did once have two
kids in diapers at the same time. And did my first revision on my first novel
that year, while writing and sending out my first slew of 100% rejected short
stories, writing to a ten-minute timer.
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On your writing days, you need to then determine the rules you’ll live by to
give your writing its proper place in your life.
Here’s my example:
My writing comes AFTER my ADLs (activities of daily living). I do the
regular bathroom stuff, feed the cat, clean the litter box, get dressed. (I
refuse to answer the door in my pajamas, and we get deliveries from
Amazon, FedEx, UPS, and the Post Office from time to time, and Other
Knocks of various sorts that have to be dealt with). So when I start work, I
am dressed appropriately to deal with the public.
Your mileage will vary. If you work days and write at night, your barrier to
getting started may be getting a meal prepared, cleared, and cleaned. Or
postponing watching your favorite TV show. Or turning of the sound on your
phone at a set time, and not turning it back on until you’ve gotten your
words.
The process of getting done begins with getting started. If you don’t
start, you cannot EVER finish, so every writing day, you first job is to move
the obstacles that stand in your way, then start.
To do that, define your process, and define your obstacle or obstacles.
For me, activities of daily living are necessary parts of my process. To
maintain my calm, I have to be fully and appropriately dressed to open the
door, and I love the little boost a shower gives to my fiction if I focus on
what I’m going to be writing while I’m taking it (something I forgot to do
today).

BUT…
Even with my process, I take shortcuts that I have refined over the years to
the point where I move through my ADLs in about fifteen minutes.
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This is going to sound weird to a lot of you, but eliminating the need to
choose and THINK about nonessential parts of my life gives me a lot more
time and room to think about what matters.
I promise this is not a bizarre tangent, but it’s going to look like one initially.

How I streamline my morning.
I shop for clothes maybe once every two or three years. When I shop, I buy
all my clothes for the next two or three years at once. (As I write this, my
last shopping trip was four years ago now, but last year was pretty rough,
and I’m due to go shopping with a spiffy gift card from a relative. Probably
next week.)
When I shop, I find one style of shirt I like (generally some brightly colored
short-sleeved or ¾ sleeve T that costs under ten bucks a shirt), and buy
between fourteen and twenty-one of those shirts. I buy four pairs of jeans,
and four pairs of denim shorts. One kind of underwear, three or four packs.
One kind of socks, two or three packs.
I keep seven shirts in rotation, two pairs of shorts, two pairs of pants, and a
percentage of the undergarments. The rest are held in reserve. When a
piece gets too shabby to wear, I toss it and pull in a replacement piece.
Each item gets its place is my closet. All the items are identical except for
color. It takes me just seconds to grab my clothes for the day in the dark
from their four spots in the closet without having to think about what I’m
wearing, to wonder if the items will fit, to debate fashion choices. I have
exactly what I need without having to even think about what I need.
Several years ago, I eliminated the half hour of blow-drying my hair after I
washed it in the morning. After a ten-minute shower, I put it up in a towel for
half an hour, which is better for my hair — no drying, no split ends, dries
with the natural curl in place. And then I clean the cat box, brush my teeth,
do a tongue check (the little reality of having had cancer once is that just
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because you’re paranoid doesn’t mean something isn’t out to get you — so
I always check), get my coffee, and set up my document on the computer
in the time I would have been standing there trying to get my hair to go the
way I want it to go.
Because of these choices, and because of streamlining my process, I
am showered, dressed, have my first-thing tasks done, and am seated at
my computer and ready to start into work at most half an hour after I wake
up.
Note that being ready to start is not STARTING. I can congratulate myself
all over the place for having an awesome streamlined process for getting
my butt in chair in the morning, but if my hands don’t then start writing the
fiction, and then the nonfiction, I’ve let myself down.
The process of getting done begins with getting started.
Digging through email is not a part of my writing process. It is an obstacle
to my progress.
You have things that are not a part of your process, too, and we’ll get to
those in a few minutes, but first, identify what you absolutely have to get
out of the way before your can sit down and start writing your words.
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Intro
You might not need to use this lesson at this time.
If the novel you’re writing for this class fits neatly into one genre, and it’s a
genre you know well, just read this lesson so you know what’s in it — so
that you can refer to it when you decide to brach out.
Then get your scenes written for this week, and laugh merrily at how clever
you were to stick to just one genre.
If your story includes elements of multiple genres, however… or if you
aren’t sure but think it MIGHT contain elements of multiple genres, plan on
doing this lesson now.

On Genre
First, what you want to include in your story determines its value to YOU,
and I’ll be blunt here. What you want is what matters most in the story. But
once you know that, you do need to be able to figure out who else might
want to read it, and you need to be able to figure out what needs to be in
the story for those folks to find it and love it. This lesson... is how to do
THAT.
Genre is a mostly a marketing thing — but while there are no carved-instone rules about what defines any given genre, (and for any genre, you
can find an exception for anything presented as such a rule), genre isn’t an
irrelevant marketing thing.
If you can figure out the core elements of your version of the genre in which
you’re writing (or expanding the boundaries), you can eventually help
yourself find readers. And knowing what you’re writing can be soothing at
this point in your project.
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But this week, you’ll spend a little time defining the genre you’re writing
from core story elements…
You’ll broadly categorize your story (without accepting that this will be your
final categorization).
And you’ll identify the places where you may be pushing the boundaries.
Onward.
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Your Genre, THE Genre, & The
Rule That Things Change
Once upon a time, SF was written only by
men and read only by men…
Only it wasn’t. But once upon a time, the women who wrote science fiction
disguised themselves as men (James Tiptree Jr., CJ Cherryh) by writing
under pseudonyms or using first initials instead of their real names, and
those girls among us who read SF as kids thought we were the only girls
who had ever read SF.
Some of us, myself included, didn’t care and read our rocket-covered
books right out in plain sight. But I at least felt alone in the world because of
my reading preferences.
Meanwhile, once upon a time, romance was written only by women and
read only by…
No? No. Romance has been a big and profitable market for a long time,
and men who wanted the money named their pseudonyms Betty or Mary
and wrote books that made them bucks.
There are no absolutes when you’re talking about the folks who write
various genres, and neither are there absolutes about what goes into
individual genres.
All kinds of people tell stories. It’s what we do. We say, “What if?” and
we follow our individual what ifs down into the dark, and extrapolate to the
end, and readers follow us intoThe world of what isn’t but could be to see
what we’ve done there. And there is no limitation on gender when you’re
following your story. It can take you, and you can take it… anywhere.
HollysWritingClasses.com © 2018 by Holly Lisle. All Rights Reserved.
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Just as there are no absolutes about the folks who write in the
various genres, so there are no firm lines between genres.
Or rules about what you can include in any given novel.

Defining Your Genre(s)
I’m a good example (or a bad example, depending on how much of a genre
purist you are).
Most novels I’ve written have included all of the following (in the same
book) as essential parts of the story:

•
•

At least one person attracted to another person romantically.

•
•

Some sort of crime and detection, or some sort of mystery.

•

Cultural and religious extrapolation exploring the nature of humanity
as a whole and how the beliefs of human beings shape the world my
characters live in, and how culture and religion shape their lives.

•

A strong (though usually deeply buried) element of philosophical
inquiry into how I think the world works, and why it should or shouldn’t
work that way.

•

Smart-ass characters who break out from time to time with dark,
weird humor.

A strong paranormal element, or a fantasy/magic element, or a future
science element — or combinations of those.

The suspense of a protagonist whose life is at risk and an antagonist
bent on harming the protagonist.

How do I define what I write?
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There is no shelf in the bookstore (or category on Amazon) for SF Fantasy
Romance Paranormal Suspense Mystery Sociopolitical Humorous Literary
Fiction. (Literary from the inclusion of and development of carefully worked
out subtext, NOT from my style, which I work very hard to keep as invisible
as possible.)
But SF Fantasy Romance Paranormal Suspense Mystery
Sociopolitical Humorous Literary Fiction is in fact a general
approximation of what I write.
So, knowing what I write and why I write it, I pick out the one or two
elements in any book or series that carry most of the conflict and call the
genre that.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My Arhel novels: High fantasy

•
•

The ghostwritten book I did: Judeo-Christian historical

My Secret Texts novels: High fantasy
My World Gates novels: Contemporary crossover fantasy
My Cadence Drake & Longview stories: Dystopian Science Fiction
My Moon & Sun novels: Dystopian Young Adult fantasy
My Kate Aeon (pseudonym) novels: Suspense romance
My Glenraven novels: Contemporary crossover fantasy
My Korre novels: Dark military fantasy
My Devil’s Point novels: Contemporary fantasy
Dreaming the Dead (incomplete, unpublished): Urban dark
fantasy

Dead Man’s Party: Dystopian science fiction
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If the conflict fits my characters, fits my story, and will let me dig some extra
meaning out of what I’m writing, it goes in the book, no matter what genre it
seems to fit in.
When you’re writing at novel length, you’re writing a bigger and deeper
story.
The people you’re writing about have more than one characteristic that is
going to affect the story.
And the quality of the character you’re using to define his relationship to the
genre —Bob is in love — is in a novel simply one of many facets of the
character.
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Intro
A remarkable number of preliminary writers’ questions for this class, and a
lot of current questions I get though the podcast, on my personal website,
and in other forums here are concerned with writers wanting to know the
endings of their stories while plotting and writing first draft.
Some of you, therefore, are going to find the following piece of information
reassuring. And some of you are going to find it horrifying.
In general, I know the ending I’m going to write for any given novel
I’m writing at most a day or two before I start writing it — and
frequently I don’t know it until my fingers start typing it.
This is true for 50,000-word shorter novels and for 200,000-word
doorstops, novels I’m writing on spec, and novels I’ve written to contract.
There is an element of skydiving in writing a novel.
You have a parachute.
But you get the best adventure if you don’t open the parachute too early.
(The analogy falls apart though, with the realization that writing a novel and
missing your landing won’t kill you.)
However, since a bunch of folks confuse writing the book with knowing the
ending beforehand, part of what we’re going to be working on this week is
giving your annoying Left Brain (the one who keeps demanding that you
know your ending before you go one step further) a pacifier you can pop in
its mouth so it’ll shut up and let your Muse get the book written.
And we’re going to do that FIRST, so you can lock your Editor in the closet
and you and your Muse can play.
Onward.
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The Ending that Won’t Murder
Your Novel
While there are folks who write the ending first, and then write to it, I could
not work this way. For me, the thrill of writing a novel is the same thrill I
want to give to my readers — the excitement of wondering “what happens
next?” right up to the very last page.
The first thing you learn when writing fiction commercially is that your editor
will buy books from you on three chapters and and outline, and give you
money for them — but those outlines have to include endings.
The second thing you learn (at least if you’re me) is that you can use those
outlines as “This is only what I’m going to do if I can’t think of something
better.”
Don’t get me wrong here: The editor got the genre, the characters, the
conflicts, the tone, the theme, and the overall story I’d promised.
But I used the outline as a backstop against which I played a fast, sweaty
game of handball, trying to make every next hit impossible to stop, then
challenging myself to find a way to stop it.
Every scene in the outline was something I wanted to beat. To make better,
to twist off in some new direction.
And the ending was no different. It was the thing not to shoot for, but to
destroy with something so much better that the editor would leave little
“Holy crap, I never saw that coming” notes in my margins.
So if your Right Brain Editor is being a pain in the ass, you can fix this right
now.
Who currently looks like the main character in your novel?
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On a sheet of paper, write down the character’s name.
What is the biggest and most dangerous, interesting, or compelling
problem this problem faces right now — the one you’re considering
the core of the story?
Write down that problem.
Now write this:
[NAME] solves [PROBLEM].
That’s your provisional ending. Not how the character solves it — you can’t
know that yet.
Not the obstacles the character will overcome. You haven’t created those
obstacles yet.
Not who lives or dies, not who falls in love, not who kills someone, not why
it matters.
Just X solves Y.
For Dead Man’s Party, the provisional ending is this:
Amanda gets to be with Jaro.
Okay. Shove the pacifier in your Inner Editor’s mouth, then lock your Editor
in an office with you and your Muse on the other side of the locked door.
It’s time to have some fun.
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GSD and the Excellence of
Storing Ideas for Use Later
Massive preplanning kills your novel. If you already know everything you’re
going to write, there’s no fun in writing it.
No planning leaves you in the middle of the desert with no idea of where
you’ll go.
Getting Shit Done (GSD) reliably and with minimal pain and maximal fun
requires some very light work to keep the story moving, especially to get
you across the middle bits — which are always challenging. So…

CONCEPT 1: It Helps to Know a Little
about Your Story Before You Write
Here are the different kinds of knowledge that are useful when you’re
putting a book together and don’t want to have it die halfway through.
You want to know:

•

About how much space in the story (a third, half, twenty-five percent.
ten percest) you want to give to your protagonists and antagonists

•
•
•

What general obstacles they face

•

Whether you’re going to have any simultaneous action going on:
AKA, “Strongbob found the note written in blood nailed to his door.

Some raw first-draft concepts of how to beat these obstacles
How much time your story is going to take your characters to live
through (twenty-four hours, a week, a month, a year, a lifetime).
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Meanwhile, on the other side of the city, Vilebert finished tying Sweet
Susie to the railroad tracks.”

Your Turn
There’s a one-page provisional worksheet for this. It’s called Best Rough
Guesses.
Print that off, fill it in, know that you’re simply trying a shirt on for size and fit
here, and you are not committing to buying it.
THIS worksheet is useful because through the first half of your novel, you
can revisit and redo it and make changes easily.
Through the second half? Not so much, but you’ll know a lot more about
your story by that point.
When you finish the first sheet, come back here. Don’t read any further in
the lesson until you’ve done that worksheet, though.
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Building a Light
Provisional Outline
You have a world built up from your artifact, held together by a handful of
characters who are struggling against a significant main problem that
matters to them. And secondary problems that they have to overcome in
the course of solving the main problem.
Your artifact, your problems, and the nature of your characters all create
Necessary Limitations — ways that your reader can connect by the world
through understanding what cannot happen there (no magic in a sciencephysics world, nothing brutal or evil in a sweet romance, no good guys in a
villains versus villains book).
You know your world.

So now you start listing things that COULD happen in
your story.
The kinds of things that can happen in your story that are relevant to your
plot are fairly limited.
For example, in most cases, throwing an earthquake, a tsunami, or another
“act of God” at folks when your core story is about discovering the identity
of a “cozy” killer is going to be a wrong direction.
In a lot of stories, killing off characters is a wrong turn (YAs and nonsuspense romances being two categories that come to mind).
Better answers — answers that will fit your story — will make your heroes’
problems worse, and act to advance your villain’s cause.
So watch while I figure out what could happen in my story.
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Intro
You might not have noticed this before now, but I have a few soapboxes I
stand on. A few issues that I get a tiny bit wound up about.
You noticed? Damn. I thought I was being subtle. Okay. So here’s
another one of my Big Issues.
Writers beat themselves to death with the misconception that their dialogue
is supposed to sound realistic.
And some writers — poor things — after agonizing struggle, actually
succeed in making their dialogue sound realistic, with the horrifying result
that their readers all go into comas.
Realism is the DEATH of interesting fiction. Have you listened to your
Aunt Kate and your Uncle Bob talk to each other? Seriously?
“Pass the potatoes.”
<looooong silence>
“I got an email from Bessie today. She sent
her daughter’s wedding picture. They’ve all
gotten really fat.”
<looooong silence>
“I’m taking a six-pack and going over to
John’s to watch the game. I’ll be back later.”
The thing you are NOT looking for in your dialogue is realism. We’re
not done with this, but it’s the first thing you need to know. With that in
mind, let’s get into what you are looking for.
Onward.
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Dialogue Is Not Conversation.
It’s Storytelling.
Point 1: Dialogue is storytelling disguised
as conversation.
At the point where you forget this, your dialogue goes down the Kate and
Bob hole (demoed VERY briefly in the intro) and dies the Excruciating
Death of Beating Your Reader With Realism.
People start talking about the weather, start gossiping about random
nobodies who have nothing to do with your story, or (this is the biggie) start
arguing about pointless crap because the writer thinks arguments are
conflicts.

A conflict is the thing your main character needs
desperately and cannot have without struggle, effort, and
action.
It is not an argument.
If your characters start arguing with each other, stop, back up, and ask
yourself what the point of the argument is. We’ll get to this in more depth
shortly, but right now, if you have any arguments in the first draft of the
novel you’re writing for this class, leave a little [TC- Check this argument
for storytelling] note in the manuscript for your revision once the book is
done.
When you focus on why you use dialogue — on the storytelling aspect of it
— writing dialogue gets a LOT easier. You may still end up with some
talking heads in first draft, but if the dialogue is good — if it’s moving your
story forward — that’s the easiest fix in the world .
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Point 2: Fictional Dialogue Has a Purpose in the Scene and the Story
Why do you use dialogue in fiction?
Dialogue has lots of purposes, none of which are “to replicate real life.”
Here are the big ones.

To Show Characterization
This is an obvious one, but doing it well takes some work.
You go into the dialogue with a goal in mind. I’m going to write a couple of
teenage girls here (having been one of those once), and my goal is to show
the reader that one of the two girls a bitch. In the first one, I’ll do it badly. In
the second, I’ll do it well.
“Nice dress.” Melissa sneered at Emily. “Your blind
mother make it for you?”
That’s pretty much the whole conversation. Yeah, Melissa is a bitch, but
she isn’t a very good one. The whole point of being a bitch (at least as far
as I could figure out in school from never being a member of the in crowd),
was for the bitch to make the victim feel a bit of hope before crushing her
with humiliation.
So let me take a run at writing a skilled bitch.
“Nice dress.” Melissa had come up behind Emily in
the school corridor, and fell into step beside her.
Emily looked over at her, surprised. Melissa never
spoke to Emily. But the popular girl was actually
smiling at her. “Really? Oh, thank you.”
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Melissa nodded, and her smile got bigger. “My
mother made curtains for our bathroom out of that
same material.”
Knife delivered with brutal accuracy.
Since this actually happened to me in the fifth grade, I can swear to its
efficacy. Having your mother make your clothes is bad enough. As bad as
having her cut your hair (which mine also did — and not well). Discovering
that you’re wearing someone else’s bathroom curtains to school is
devastating. Add that to being skinny, plain, living in a trailer park, wearing
world’s ugliest glasses, AND being the new girl in your class that year, and
you find yourself wishing you could melt into the floor and vanish from the
face of the earth.
My bathroom curtains outfit suffered a miraculous after-school accident that
day, incidentally, (fabric suicide — who knew?) and was never seen on the
face of the earth again.
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Your Turn
Go to your Dialogue for Characterization worksheet, and…

•

Define the one characteristic of the one character you want to show
Trying to show multiple qualities of one character all at once, or trying
to show single characteristics of two or more characters in a single
conversation, ends up muddying your work. Keep the conversation
clean, simple, and on point.

•

Set up in your notes the situation that will allow your character to
show that quality through conversation and action
Note that in the little second scene, the girls are walking in a school
corridor (a.k.a. Hell), and the popular girl starts walking with an
unpopular one. From personal experience, the JAWS theme song
should start playing any time that happens
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The Title of This Lesson
Changed…
In one of your previous HTWAN lessons, and in one podcast (so far), I’ve
covered what a mammoth digression and time-sink research can be. How
to skip past it with a well-placed [TC- How does SUBJECT / specific
question work?]
So why didn’t I just skip this lesson and move on to Lesson 13: Writing
Active Description?
Because you need to know how to research, need to know how to figure
out what you don’t know (and figuring out how to identify when you don’t
know what you don’t know is a career writing skill).
You need to know how to get enough research to fix your book without
eating the whole elephant. This is essential for hitting deadlines (I’m
thinking for most of you, this is not going to be your only novel — that this is
just the start of something bigger).
The secret to good research is also the Secret of Life — you learn how to
ask good questions, great questions, and the RIGHT question… and then
figure out how to find true answers.
Because when you can do that, you can regularly bring your novels in on
time and under budget, whether you’re writing to a publisher’s deadline or
your own.
Onward.
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One Good Que!ion
Fiction research is not necessarily “research.”
It can encompass:

•

Worldbuilding: The question here is simply, What do I have to have
in place to write in this world?
And the answer can be anything from Tolkein’s whole-world-andeverything-in-it approach, to Jan Karon’s semi-contemporary tiny
town of Mitford, where a cast of regulars and some basic sets are
filled out by occasional street names and a nice NC mountain setting.

•

Set design: What is this book’s world going to look like, feel like,
taste like, smell like, sound like?
If you’re writing leopard-shifters who live in tree houses, your world is
different in every sense than if you’re writing normal humans living on
a space station.

•

Language creation/ usage/ style: Every novel has both the
language in which it’s written, and the language (or languages) its
characters speak - and the two can be very different. You questions
here are: How do I as the writer want the narrative to sound? And…
How will my various characters sound when they speak?
And to demonstrate the importance of this, I was writing one feline
character who kept sounding like a damn vampire in her dialogue. So
I stuck a couple of pencils in my mouth to mimic her fangs, and read
her dialogue out loud (this for The Rose Sea, with Steve Stirling. The
character’s name was Eowlie.) When I did that and rewrote her
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dialogue, she no longer sounded like a damn vampire. She sounded
like a woman with big, sharp, pointy teeth.

•

Magic/science systems development: The question here is, How
do the processes my characters use to get work done… work?
And if you think that because you’re writing in the contemporary
world, you don’t need to worry about this, you have stepped onto
path of Not Knowing What You Don’t Know.
Well, not stepped so much as flung yourself head-first off an
overpass into eight lanes of rush-hour traffic… but you get my
meaning. With the complexity of today’s world, almost everyone
doesn’t know almost everything about almost anything.
We all have these microscopic areas of deep knowledge, these small
areas of competence, and these vast, staggering swathes of
assumption, guess, and outright ignorance. And dumping ignorance
and “best guess” into your novel and hoping no one will notice WILL
come back to bite you in the ass.

•

Biology construction: How do my characters survive in their world?
This would seem to fall exclusively into the domain of SF/Fantasy
writers.
Not so much. Having read published and unpublished sex scenes
that are anatomically impossible; shifter romances with shifts that fly
in the face of conservation of mass; normal human medical/trauma
scenes that Just. Don’t. Work; people walking across deserts bareheaded in the middle of the day with no water; and, people navigating
through forests using moss on the sides of trees, I’m here to tell you
that you can break your book for large swathes of readers if you just
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take it on faith that you didn’t do anything dumb. If you’re writing
outside your narrow area of expertise, you probably did something
dumb. (Ask me how I know…)

•

Story development: The question here is How does my conflict
create obstacles that my characters must then solve, and how can
they solve these conflicts in a workable, interesting, surprising
fashion?… Without cheating?

So these are the questions we are here to work through, with the
understanding that TIME IS IMPORTANT.
You don’t have a lot of it, and you cannot spend your entire novel-writing
time budget learning how to smith metal from raw ore, speak fifteen
languages fluently, sword fight, spin and weave your own silk from your
own mulberry-farm caterpillars, research every possible sex scene from
personal experience, build your own house, dig your own well, and make
your own electricity from a machine you build with metal you mine and
smelt and fuel you create out of potatoes and excrement…
So in the face of mortality and a ticking clock, vast ignorance of huge
swathes of everything, and wanting to write books rather than NOT writing
books, how do you deal with research that can and will run away on you if
you don’t keep a tight rein on it?
Start here.

•

Good questions narrow the scope
of what you need to know.

•

Meanwhile, GREAT questions narrow the scope to just one answer.

Always try to ask GREAT questions… with this caveat. No good or great
question can be answered with the word YES or the word NO.
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So let’s work through the seven great questions you need to answer when
figuring out what you need to research — and what you don’t.

The Seven Research Questions
1. Worldbuilding: What do I have to have in place to write in this world?
2. Set design: What is this book’s world going to look like, feel like, taste
like, smell like, sound like?
3. Language style: How do I as the writer want the narrative to sound?
And…
4. Language creation/ usage/: How will my various characters sound
when they speak?
5. Magic/science systems development: How do the critical processes
my characters use to get work done… work?
6. Biology construction: How do my characters survive in their world?
7. Story development: How does my conflict create obstacles that my
characters must then solve, and how can they solve these conflicts in a
workable, interesting, surprising fashion?… Without cheating?

You must answer each of these questions for every novel you write.
And if you want to make a career of this, you want to make some portion of
your world unique so that people can only read your books to get your
stories.
But you don’t have to Tolkien this. (Yes, I turned Tolkien into a verb. I’m
defining it as “Creating everything in your universe down to the most minute
detail.”)
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You do not have to build a language, draw maps, invent your own magic
system or futuristic science, build your own biologically feasible aliens, or
hang your plot on conflicts created from your own invented languages and
mythology.
You have three research processes you can follow when answering your
Seven Questions.

•
•

The first and least research-intensive is: Write Lightly Research

•

The third, intensive research road is: Eat the Elephant Research

The second, intermediate research path is: Pick Your Fights
Research
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Intro
The biggest problem most folks have writing description is the fiction
version of this:
Walk the reader around, look at a thing, stop to
describe it, move the reader a couple steps to the
left, look at another thing, stop to describe it.
This is why writers find description boring to write, and why readers find it
boring to read.
I have specialized since the beginning of my career (following the receipt of
that “Much, much, much much, much too much exposition” rejection slip,
anyway) in writing active description.
This week, you’re going to learn to do that.
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The A!ive Description of
Settings & Inanimate Obje!s
We’re going to start this out with four rules and four questions for
describing settings and objects—inanimate stuff.

Rule One: If it doesn’t matter to the story, don’t
describe it. If you want to describe it, make it matter.
This is the toughest rule for inexperienced fiction writers to wrap their
heads around, because when you’re sitting inside your world and your
story, and you’ve created all this amazing stuff, you want to use it.
Believe me, I know. New and passionate, I did not build Tolkein-style full-on
worlds, languages, and cultures, and then ignore 99.9% of everything I
built.
And I justified (to myself) that every single thing I built mattered to the story
and to the reader because it mattered to me.
And then an editor (or a hundred) sent me booze-scented, tear-stained,
ragged, desperate rejections begging me to stop hurting them (slight
authorial exaggeration there)… and I started realizing that “If I built it, it
matters” was not a workable rule.
This is what did work…

Asking the question, “Why does this matter to my story?”
A workable, acceptable answer to this question needs to be specific.
The gorgeous magical floating castle I spent a full
month designing, mapping, and building a scale
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model of matters because half of all scenes in the
current story (and each following story in the
series) will be set inside it… Because half of all
my story’s characters live inside the confines of
this castle and can never leave it, and because the
other half of the characters in my story must
interact with characters trapped in the castle and
and deal with the magical problems the castle
causes in the mundane world they inhabit.
If your special item can justify its existence in that fashion, you get to
describe it.
But you don’t start by writing the history of Aiarwip Castle (yes, my
imaginary nonexistent catle is named after the podcast, and yes, it’s filled
with Invisible People). You don’t start by describing how it flies, or who built
it, or even why they built it. Every bit of that is passive description.

Rule Two: If it does matter, figure out the context in
which it matters.
So, having created this lunatic monstrosity—a flying castle—I now have to
figure out its context.
The context of any building starts out mattering because it is the setting in
which something interesting happens.
And to make sure you are writing ACTIVE DESCRIPTION, settings get
described incidentally WHILE interesting things are happening.
So you don’t start with a description of the setting, or an object, or a
character.

Ask the question, “What interesting thing involving this
object or item happens?”
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My muse asks, “What’s interesting? Okay… I’m going to say that someone
is burying a body on the drill grounds in the flying castle. How can that go
wrong?”
Almost instantly, Muse answers its own question with the emphatic
two-word, “FLYING castle.”
And gives me the image of the idiot with the shovel digging a hole while
standing in it while the corpse is lying on the solid ground above him… and
the idiot falling through the hole he’s dug and crashing hundreds of feet to
the ground, dying when he hits.
Thus introducing to the reader the fact that the castle is a flying castle in a
way that makes that fact meaningful, that gives that fact a practical reality
and a practical consequence, without starting with the expository and
irrelevant…
Aiarwip Castle flew over the village, its beautiful
red-and-gold pennants flapping gaily in the breeze
of its passing, its beautiful whitestone walls
shimmering in the sunlight…
Yadda, yadda, puke.

Rule Three: Figure out what you want the reader to
know he sees.
In every scene, you’re going to show the reader stuff that’s important to the
story right at the level you’re showing him.
So the third question you ask is:

What do I show the reader that is important to this scene?
In the example above…
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I want the reader to see a live guy digging a hole
in a castle courtyard with a corpse beside him,
having the hole he’s suddenly turn into sky beneath
his feet, having him claw at dirt that crumbles
away beneath his fingertips. I want the reader to
see the guy falling while looking up at the faint
light through the hole he dug and the light of
first dawn creeping across the countryside a long
way below him, to see the underside of the floating
castle dropping away from him as the ground rises
up, to know that he’s doomed.
I want to leave the scene the instant before he
hits the ground, while he’s still screaming,
“Nooooo!”
And I want the reader to know he’s doomed without having to show the
idiot going splat. I’m a big fan of writing gross and gory when it matters to
the story, but if the point of the scene us to show the reader that the idiot
was in a flying castle, there’s no POINT in a detailed anatomy lesson on
what happens to someone who hits the ground after a fall from way up
high.
But let’s say that the scene above actually had two points. The first was to
show the reader in an interesting fashion that the character was in a flying
castle.
But let’s now say that I had a second point—to hide something from the
reader in plain sight so that I could bring it back later and wow him.
That takes us to the OPTIONAL Rule Four…

OPTIONAL Rule Four: Figure out what you want the
reader to forget he’s seen.
From time to time, every good fiction writer uses misdirection to show
readers things they need to know in the background, while putting clowns
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and tigers and acrobats in front of them to distract them from what really
matters. Not in every scene, not all the time, but getting some misdirection
in early can really help you to wow your reader when you hit your ending.
So the fourth question you ask (sometimes) is:

What do I want the reader to forget he’s seen?
Muse had the answer to this question loaded up the second I got to
this section. Could not WAIT to tell me what it came up with.
When I ask, “What do I want the reader to forget he’s seen,” Muse
answers, “The corpse.”
Not the guy about to become a corpse, but the dead body up in there
beside the hole. If I write the scene as I laid it out above, and then move to
a scene with a different character (pretty essential, considering the first
living character is now goo), the reader will jump with me to the next scene
and the next setting and the next important thing without worrying about the
dead body left beside the hole. It was dead. Someone will find it later, right?
Muse says…
Nope. Dead body is one of the inhabitants of the
castle, and they never get to leave. Not even by
death. So after the idiot (NOT a resident) falls
through the hole, the dead guy stands up.
And I’m going to pretend that I’m not having a weird thematic recurrence of
walking dead guys in my fiction lately, and will only mention in passing that
my Muse figured out a way that I could use THIS SCENE in the novel Dead
Man’s Party that I’m writing for this class. It’s doing what I’ve trained it to do
(or what it’s trained me to do).
I will note that I do not intend to use this scene in Dead Man’s Party.
Muse says, Let’s see who wins that argument.
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processes will be applicable to your needs and purposes. Nor can I guarantee your
success. This course is not intended as a source of legal, accounting, medical or other
advice, and is written for information purposes only. While every attempt has been
made to verify the information in this course, mistakes happen, and I make them. I will
not assume responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or omissions. I reserve the right to
alter and update this course as my processes change, as I learn new things, and as I
improve existing methods.

How to Write a Novel: Lesson 14

Transitions Drive Writers Nuts
You have this hole in your story after your hero does X and before he gets
to Y, and a few hours, or days, or weeks, or months, where you want to put
something to let the reader know that:

•
•
•
•

Time has passed
The location has changed
The situation has changed
The characters have changed

And the temptation is to take the reader step by step through how they get
from X to Y, no matter how tedious this process might be.
And having once read a chapter in a commercially published novel with two
characters stuck in the mud where absolutely nothing happened but that
time passed while they were stuck in the mud, I can attest that even good
professional writers can fall into transition Hell.
But transitions don’t need to drive you nuts.
You absolutely never have to write the boring parts, take readers step by
step through anything, explain how characters get from Point A to Point B,
or any of the rest of the things you’re sure your readers need.
So this week, you learn how to get your cart out of the mud, and your story
out of Dullsville.
Onward.
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Why Transitions Matter
You want your novel to hold together — for readers to travel effortlessly
from the beginning through the middle to the end of your story without ever
thinking, “I could be doing something so much [cooler / more fun / more
exciting / less painful] than this.”
And having stopped reading that one novel I mentioned at the “stuck in the
mud” scene, and never picking it back up after I bailed, I can attest that one
bad transition can cost you that reader’s happiness with your book. Make
this same mistake in two books, and you can lose the reader for good.
And it is ALWAYS easier to sell more books to a reader who already likes
your books than it is to find a new reader.
So RULE ONE of writing transitions is this:

•

Never hand a reader an excuse to quit reading your work

What this means is that any time you catch your brain thinking, “God, this is
dull, but…”

STOP.
Stop writing that very instant, and look at what you’re writing. Ask yourself,
“What do I hope to accomplish with this scene?”
And then ask yourself either, “Is that important to the story?” or if you know
it’s important to the story, then, “How can I do this better?”

Because one bad transition can cost you a reader.
And readers are harder to get than they are to keep.
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So, Having In!illed Some
Necessary Paranoia…
Here’s RULE TWO of writing transitions:

•

A good transition leaves your reader with a question for which that
reader wants (or better, needs) to discover an answer.

When you have planted that question in your reader’s mind, you have
written your transition.
I’m going to repeat that, because I know this isn’t how you thought
transitions worked. I know this because it wasn’t how I thought transitions
worked either.

When you have planted
your transition question
in your reader’s mind,
you have written your transition.
So I’m going to walk you through the eight weeks of transitions I’ve written
already in the demo novel for this class.
I’m going to show you the section of the scene that contains the transition,
and you’re going to find the transition, and then write the transition on
section one of this week’s worksheet in the form of a question.
If you haven’t been reading along on my demo novel for this class, it’s time
to catch up, to see my raw, typo-rich first draft and read the story so you’ll
be able to understand what matters in this story and what might look
important but isn’t.
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I’ve done a lot of transitions in Dead Man’s Party already. I’m eight weeks
into the novel (have not yet written this week’s installment).
And while this is by no means the best novel I’ve ever written, or even the
best first draft I’ve ever written, the story is holding together pretty well. And
my transitions are solid.
In Lesson 5, I have a guy being murdered. Dying. Dead.
And then discovering that while he’s dead and not breathing, he is still
thinking, still aware. And he can in fact make his corpse move. Here’s the
end of that scene…
He unlocked the door. Opened it.
Put a finger to his lips, beckoned her in.
Grabbed one of the pencils he used for sketching
out one-off designs, and on it wrote, "Mr. Smith
tried to kill me. I'm hurt pretty bad. I need you
to close the shop, run across the street to the
hardware store, and get me some duct tape. Take
money from the register to buy it, but save the
receipt."
She stared at him, mouth hanging open, about half a
second from a scream.
He didn't let her see the hole in his neck. He just
shook his head. Wrote, "It looks worse than it is.
Duct tape. Hurry."
She nodded. Told the couple they had to go, that
the boss had an emergency, that she had to close
the shop.
She left, and the bells on the door jangled behind
her.
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He closed his eyes. Tried to form a seal with his
hand, tried to breathe in and out. Fake it 'til you
make it, he thought. But there was no faking it.
Maybe once he'd sealed the hole with the duct
tape...
So what’s the transition question for Scene 1?
This one is really easy, so I’m just going to give it to you.

ANSWER: Why is the dead guy still thinking and
moving?
Obvious, right?
So now, how does that question create the transition?
.
.
.
.
.
.
Think this through and see if you can figure it out on your own. If you can,
you’ll be one step ahead in training your mind to create good transitions.
When you think you have it, turn to the next page.
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The question you have planted in the reader’s mind makes the reader want
and need to know what happens with the not-exactly-dead guy (at least if
the reader likes books that include that sort of thing).
If this isn’t you, just remember that you’re not reading this novel
because you like it.
You’re reading Dead Man’s Party in its raw form because you’re a writer,
and your job is to eat the elephant, and even if this elephant isn’t to your
particular taste, it is going to be full of nutritious examples.
So, with my explanation above, we now have RULE Number 3 of
Writing Good Transitions:

•

Every good scene gives the reader a transition question.

Why? And does it need to be written for the reader in the form of a
question.
“Why” is because your objective as a writer is to keep your reader engaged
with your story, and to do this, you have to give your reader an ongoing
NEED to keep reading to find out what happens next.
But, NO, it doesn’t have to be written in the form of a question. It simply has
to create in the reader’s mind the “what happens next” question.
This isn’t just for potboilers and suspense novels. This is for every single
kind of fiction.
If you want the reader to read YOU, you need to give the reader reasons to
keep reading right to the very last page.
This is what I think of as a HARD transition.

•
•

I know that I have four characters I have to introduce to the reader
I need the reader to understand that there are four interlinked stories
going on that are all going to intersect
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Like what you’ve learned
so far?
You can join this class if registration is open (or add yourself to the
notification list if registration is closed, and I’ll email you when it reopens)
by going to my How to Write a Novel class registration page, linked below.
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